PROVINCIAL EQUIPMENT
Part 2. Studio Wiring
Technical Inst'ructions

Item 13.1. Juno,

PROVINCIAL STUDIO AND CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
PART 2. STUDIO WIRING

Microphone and Gramophone Circuits
The basic circuit for a studio using ribbon microphones is given in Figure l. The studio
output is connected to the line between the studio and the control room via a repeating coil.
One side of the studio output is earthed but neither side of the'A' amplifier input. Instead,
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Drawing A.4829, Issue l,
Fig. l.

Typical Studio Circuit.

the centre point of the secondary winding of the repeating coil is earthed thereby balancing
the two legs of the line to earth and ensuring a sufiicient degree of freedom from noise to
permit of transmission at the very low microphone output volume available and obviating
the need for an amplifi.er at the studio end.
covorod. by this instruction tho studio wiring was designed to provide tho
connections necessery for any of the typos of microphone in use prior to tho introduction of the
ribbon microphono, including those for conveying the supplies to tho microphone amplifier in
the caso of condonsor microphonos. 8-pin plugs and sockets were provided in the st'udios, and
tho sockets woro wired to the control room or to the mixer via MD units which jacked into
terminal strips in the listening room or studio desk. The MD unit contained the decoupling
circuit nocessary in tho case of carbon rnicrophonos since all of those microphonos wore operatod

At all the stations

from a common L.T. supply. With the adoption of ribbon microphonos as standard thig

elaboration bocame unnocossary, but in tho majority of cases the oxisting wiring was left in place.
subject only to the necessary modification to provido circuits suitable for the ribbon microphonos. The studio wiring drawings show the whole of tho wiring actually exist'ing and
therofore in many casos includos a number of connections which aro now unnecossary.
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Big.2, Ltstening Room Desk, with Modified Wiring for Studio with Three Mlcrophones and Annouacer's Desk.
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Microphone and Gramophone Circuits (Contd,)
Figure 3 is typical of the wiring used, at a station where previously existing equipment
has been modified, in the simplest cases such as Talks studios and Echo rooms in which there
is only one microphone to be connected via the studio line to the input of the associated
'A' amplifler in the control room.
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3.

socket corrospond to the first eight numbors on the

Studio with only one Microphone (Modified Wiring).

Where a number of microphone points are provided in the studio, provision is made
for mixing their outputs. A variable resistance, known as P.17, is included in the non-earthed
leg of the microphone output circuit and for rnixing the outputs of a number of microphones
the sliders of their P.l7's are connected in parallel.
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Microphone and Gramophone Circuits

(Contd,)

In the case of the larger studios an announcer's desk is provided in the studio, fitted with
a socket for the announcer's microphone and a change-over switch AS/2C for substituting
the output of this microphone for that of the studio microphones for the purpose of announcing.
The output of the mixer on the listening room desk is wired to one side of the announcer's
switch and the output of the announcer's microphone to its other side. The output of the
announcer's switch is then wired to the primary of the repeating coil which is usually installed
in the listening room desk. A typical arrangement of the wiring for the listening room desk
is given in Figure 2 and for the announcer's desk in tr'igure 4.
There are still, however, a few cases in which the announcer's microphone is in the
listening room. The mixer unit in such cases incorporates the announcer's switch, and the
output of the announcer's microphone and that of the mixer proper are wired to it.

In many cases facilities are also required to enable a producer in the listening room to
talk-back to the studio or to operate the studio cue light. The switching Ior these circuits
is performed by means oI keys on the mixer desk in the listening room.
X'igure 5 shows the wiring of a modern type of listening room desk designed since the
introduction of ribbon microphones for a studio equipped with five microphone points and
&n &nnouncer's desk with talking-back and cue light circuits operated from the listening
room in which there is also a point for a mobile gramophone. Two three-channel microphone mixers are used, with five of the fade controls associated with the studio microphones
and the sixth with the output of the mobile gramophone. The gramophone mixer is
provided on the mobile gra,mophone unit itself. The outputs of the two mixers are
paralleled and connected to one side of the announcer's switch on the desk in the studio,
the output from the announcer's microphone being connected to the other side of the switch,
as shown in Figure 4. The output from the &nnouncer's desk is wired to the primary side
of the repeating coil but the secondary winding o{ the repeating coil is v'ired to the break
contacts of the MCO (mierophone change-over) relay. The talk-back microphone in the
.listening room is wired to the make contacts of this relay and the studio line, that is to say
the 'A ' amplifier input, to its travellers. The loudspeaker and talk-back switching is
controlled by the three-position key. The operation of the circuit is described later. The
cue key enables the LC relay associated with the particular studio to be operated in order to
Iight the green light in the studio. The circuit is described in the section on the Dramatic
Control unit.
Where the gramophone equipment forms part of the permanent installation of the studio,
the facilities for mixing the gramophone and microphone output are provided in the listening
room mixer. The use of a series type of fade control in the case of gramophone outputs is
impracticable on account of the extremely high resistance value that would be required in
order to secure a sufficiently gradual fade, since over the greater part of the frequency range
the output impedanco of the gra,mophone unit itself is high. A variable potentiometer

known as P.23, is, therefore, employed with the slider on the gramophone side of the
circuit. The side of the gramophone output not connected to the slider is earthed. Mixers
for studios containing both microphone and gramophones are therefore provided with
P.23's for the gramophone outputs and P.l7's for the microphone outputs. The sliders of
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the P.I7 and the non-earthed side of the shunt resistances of the P.23's are connected in
parallel in the mixer output circuit, but as the gramophone output is at a higher volume than
the output of the ribbon microphone the gramophone outputs are connected to the mixer
output via an attentuator, by means of which the microphone and gramophone outputs are
approximately equalised. In this way the necessity Ior normally operating with the
gramophone controls on a low stop with the consequent reduction in the range available for
fading and depreciation in quality is avoided.
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Studlo Desk for Mixinp Mlcrophone and Gramophones.

A typical wiring diagram for a studio, with double turntable equipment and rnicrophone
is shown in X'igure 6. The turntables are driven by separate A.C. motors with individual
on-off switches. The non-earthy sides of the gramophone outputs are connected via separate
gramophone units, G/I or G12, which incorporate a bass correction circuit and scratch filter,
each to the slider of a P.23 potentiometer. The two potentiometers are connected in parallel
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and the output is connected yia an attenuator, AT l7 , to the mixer output. The microphone
output is wired to a separate series fad.e resistance, P.17, in the mixer, which is connected on
the output side in parallel with the output of the attenuator to the primary winding of the

repeating coil terminating the studio line.
In the Efiects studio at each of the stations there is also a special gramophone desk
equipped with a microphone and six turntables with parallel tracking and pre-fade listening
for use in conjunction with the dramatic control unit in order to provide, if necessary, a
eomposite effects programme with interpolated speech. The circuit arrangement is shown
in Figure 7.
The turntables are designed for use with Watts discs and are provided with individual
' on-ofi' switches and with neon lights for use in conjunction with the Stoboscopic indicator
when regulating their speed. The turntables are arranged. in pairs, one pair on each of the
three positions into which the desk is divided. The pick-ups of each pair are wired each via
its correction unit, GlZ, to a mixer, the output of which is wired in parallel with the outputs
of the other two gramophone mixers to the attenuator, AT/7, in the central portion of the
desk. The output of the attenuator is connected in parallel with that of the microphone
fade control, via the break contacts of the talk-back key, to the primary winding of the
repeating coil terminating the studio line which provides connection to the input of a separate
' A' amplifier appropriated to this equipment. The"output of this 'A' amplifi.er appears in
the Echo & D.C. jackfield where it can be plugged up to any of the D.C. input channel jacks,
as described in the section on the Dramatic Control Unit.
'Ihe gramophone outputs of each pair are also wired to the input terminals of a PFL/3
amplifier which actually consists of two separate amplifiers. The separate outputs are wired
each to the make contacts of a key across the travellers of which a headphone jack is
connected. The l:reak contacts of all the keys are wired in parallel to a common line
communicating with the control room and terminating upon a jack in the Loudspeaker &
Eeadphone jackf.eld, where it can be plugged up as required to one of the D.C. room telephone
circuits. In the normal position of the keys, tlierefore, all the headphone jacks are connected
to this lino. But by operating a key to the listening position the associated headphone jack
is connected directly in the corresponding pick-up output prior to the mixer. This facility
in conjunction with the parallel tracking feature enables the particular output to be faded-up
on to the studio line, by the operation of the appropriate fade control, as soon as a particular
desired passage is reached.
A talking-back circuit is provided for communicating with the D.C. room but its operation
does not involve any relays. The operation of the talking-back key on the central portion of
the desk to the speak condition simply substitutes the output of the talk-back microphone
for that of the gramophone desk, the speech being received in the Drarnatic Control room
by rrreans of the loudspeaker if the appropriate channel fade control has been faded-up.
Communication in the opposite Cirection is efiectetl by tlre use of a telephone in the D.C.
room and is receivorl in the Effects strrdio on headphones.
In addition to the equipment described above, a telephone is always provided in the

listening room for communicating with the S.B. position in the control roont, and a relay
box for operating the white calling lamp iri the studio whenever a call is being received.
Loudspeakers and headphone urits are provided in the listening rooms ancl studios, the
headphone units in eacir case being connected in p*rallel, u'itlr their inputs v'ired to jacks in

I
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the Loudspeaker & Headphone jackfield. There are also corrtrol brtzzer and D.C. return
light pushes with parallel connections in the studio and listening room in each case and also
irr some cases buzzer pushes are provided for communicating with other locations such as an
Artists' Waiting room or Band room. The D.C. rel,urn light push rvhen depressed causes the
operation of the DCR relay associated with the particular studio, as described in the section
on the Drama,tic Control Unit.

Talking-Back Circuits
The talking-baek circuit is provided, as has been said, to enable a producer in the
listening roofo to break in on a rehearsal so as to give instructions to the artists through the
medium of the loudspeaker in the studio.
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Talkin$-Back Clrcuit (Normal Arrangement).

The arrangement of the switching is shown irr Figure 8. The secondary winding of the
repeating coil is connected to the ' A' amplifier input via the break contacts of the MCO
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relay which is installed in the listening room desk, and the output of the talking-back microphone in the listening room is connected to the make contacts of this relay. The studio
loudspeakor input, is wired via the inners of the studio loudspeaker jack to the make contacts
of the SCO relay, and the listening room loudspeaker input is wired via the inners of the
listening room loudspea,ker jack to the break contacts of the LRCO relay.

Fig.

9.

Drawing A.4276, Issue l.

Talking-Back Circuit-Cardiff.

When the talking-back circuit is required, connection must be made in the Loudspeaker
jackfield between the TB.LS Input jack and the LS Output jack of the 'B' amplifier to
which the studio output is connected. The -24 volt connection to the talking-back key on
the listening room desk is thereby completed via the sleeve circuit. When the key is in
either the LS Off or LS position the MCO and SCO relays will be unoperated, consequently
the studio output will be connected to the 'A' amplifier input and the studio loudspeaker
will be disconnected. With the key in the LS position tho LRCO relay will also be unoperated
and the listening room loudspeaker will therefore be connected to the 'B' amplifier output.
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Talking-Back Circuits (Contd,)
When the key is in the LS Off position the LRCO relay will be operated and the listening
roorr loudspeaker disconnected. When the key is operated to the Speak position all three
relays operate. The MCO relay changes-over the 'A' amplifier input connection from the
studio output to the output of the talking-back microphone. The LRCO rela;g disconnects
the listenin,g room loudspeaker and the SCO relay connects the studio loudspeaker to the

'B'

amplifier output.

A slight modif.cation of this arrangement is shown in X'igure g in which as before the
output of the talking-back microphone in the listening room is shown connected to the make
contacts of the MCO relay, but the microphone in the studio (representing the studio output)
is shown directly connected via the inners of the Line and Apparatus jacks to the 'A'
amplifier input. The break contacts of the MCO rela;z and its travellers are wired to jacks
in the 'A' amplifier jackfield and the rnake contacts of the SCO relay to a jack in the
Loudspeaker & Headphone jackfield. X'or a transmission, the 'B ' amplif.er or TV amplifier
output jack will be connected to the listening room loudspeaker input jack. X'or a rehearsal,
wheir talking-back facilities may be required, connection must be made between the 'A'
amplifrer Input Line jack and the MCO Relay (Mic) jack and between the 'A' amplifier
Input Apparatus jack and the MCO Relay ('A ' Input) jack on the 'A' amplif.er bay,
and also between the Studio LS jack and the SCOlRelay jack in the Loudspeakcr jackfi.eld,
while the ' B' amplifler or trap valve output connection must be transferred to the TB.LS
Input jack. The circuit then operates exactly as has been described above.
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